Introduction
In [2] a new matlab package called hifoo was proposed for H ∞ fixed-order controller design. This document illustrates how some standard controller design examples can be solved with this software.
Static output feedback design
Consider plant AC1 from the COMPl e ib database [7] , a fifth-order system modeling an aircraft transfer function with three inputs and three outputs. Let us first stabilize this plant by static output feedback: Note that the stabilizing SOF gain computed on your own computer generally differs from the one above, since the optimization algorithms in hifoo are randomized.
3 Spectral abscissa minimization for the two-massspring problem
We consider a system consisting of two masses interconnected by a spring, a typical control benchmark problem which is a generic model of a system with a rigid body mode and one vibration mode [9] . If the first mass is pulled sufficiently far apart from the second mass and suddenly dropped, then the two masses will oscillate until they reach their equilibrium position.
The control problem consists of appropriately moving the second mass so that the first mass settles down to its final position as fast as possible; more specifically, we want to maximize the asymptotic decay rate. For this we use a linear feedback controller between the system output (measured position of the second mass) and the system input (actuator positioning the first mass). The open-loop transfer function between the system input and output is given by
when mass weights and the spring constant are normalized to one.
In [4] we show that the asymptotic decay rate maximization problem has a non-trivial We can call hifoo again with the controller just obtained as an initial guess:
This yields another controller with an improved closed-loop spectral abscissa of −0.7380.
One more run of hifoo produces a controller 8.073790s 2 − 1.7330367s − 0.23544720 s 2 + 4.5435259s + 6.7343390 further pushing the spectral abscissa to −0.7572.
As explained in [4] , solving the pole placement equation by hand, assigning all the poles to the same negative real number −α (a unique pole of multiplicity six), we obtain analytically α = We can see that hifoo found numerically a very similar controller and that the achieved spectral abscissa was not far from the one derived analytically.
NASA HIMAT aircraft
This example is aimed at illustrating that hifoo can be used to design robust MIMO controllers of low order ensuring a similar performance than full order controllers designed with standard tools.
In the user's guide of the Robust Control Toolbox for matlab 
Four disks
This example shows that hifoo can design controllers ensuring H ∞ norm performances much better than existing controller order reduction techniques. It also illustrates the well-known (stable) pole/zero cancellation phenomenon typical when controlling systems with flexible modes (i.e. highly oscillatory systems).
We consider the four-disk control system described in [ 
------------------------------------------------------------
s^2 (s^2 + 0.0306s + 0.5852) (s^2 + 0.0564s + 1.988) (s^2 + 0.074s + 3.423) >> figure; sigma(K8,logspace(-1,1,100)); hold on; sigma(P(3,3),':');
We can see that second-degree factors of the controller numerator almost cancel second- This example illustrates a well-known feature of H ∞ controllers at the optimum: for regular problems, the order of the controller is strictly less than the order of the openloop plant [6, 10] .
When asking hifoo to find a full-order controller near the optimum, the coefficients of the controller blow up because there is an almost pole/zero cancellation at infinity. For ARE or LMI solvers this can be troublesome as studied by Pascal Gahinet in the 1990s [3] . Apparently hifoo is fairly robust in this situation. Transfer function:
1.097e006 s^2 + 1.006e006 s -1.385e006 Consider the minimum sensitivity problem studied in [5] , for which we know that the optimal H ∞ norm of 6 is achieved by a non-proper controller We see that there is a very large (negative) pole. We also observe that the zero is not far from 6. After a few more calls to HIFOO we get something even closer to 6: There is still a very large pole, and a zero closer to 6. Note that the above controller can also be written 0.8332(6.001 − s) (1.7091 · 10 −5 s + 1) ≈ 0.8333(6.000 − s)
which is almost the expected globally optimal controller.
Since hifoo restricts the search to controllers of first order with monic denominator, the coefficients grow arbitrarily large because of a pole tending to −∞. It could be possible to allow for non-proper controllers, but this is currently not implemented in hifoo.
